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Editorial
Dear friends of the exact science, where realm is pronounced rE-Alm,
You might be thinking: “Why the frack do I have to translate this bloody
text?” Well we think, for once, about our (3) internationals that join us
in our great quest to achieve some knowledge about rocks. So for the
first time: HELLO NON-DUTCHIES!
So, this edition, every article or as we say in Dutch: heap of slobber, will
be in English, or at least an attempt of being English. Therefore, I must
warn sensitive snowflakes or a Grammar Nazi: THIS WILL BE FILLED WITH
GRAMMATICAL/OTHER ERRORS! If you are one of these scum of the
society/a geographer: put this magazine down and go correct spelling
mistakes on Youtube comments.
For the Dutch readers amongst us: the internationals have written a short
introduction of who they are/what they do/where they came (from)/…
This will be the last edition of “Spleet” this semester. We will be
returning in February. We need some time to let our heads cool from the
absurdity that is geology. And perhaps study a bit, we aren’t sure yet…
And, as always:
Dear friends, sit down on your lazy bottoms, and enjoy this magazine.
We wish you good luck in the coming months and hopefully better grades
than last year,
The Cleavage Editors
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The Chairman p(r)eaches
Good Day Geologists
For the first time, and hopefully last time, I am writing this in English.
Hopefully I won’t use too many fancy words and seem too presumptuous.
It hasn’t been too long since the last edition but still a lot has happened.
Suddenly the weather caught on that it was past Sinterklaas and it
started snowing. This will most likely result in many a fall, including
myself, while intoxicated but probably also while sober. I look forward
to all the painful bruises. However, for the time that one is inside, one
can enjoy the serenity of the wonderous winter wonderland.
Speaking of serenity, this was not at all present at the Scienticantus. It
did have a slow and calm start but all it needed was a boost and the
drinking could really commence. There was only one person, that we
know of, who regurgitated his particularly red stomach contents. This
isn’t always the right barometer of how the cantus went however. As one
of the seniors I did enjoy it, although it was a bit overwhelming at first.
A week afterwards we had another cantus, this time the ‘Fair Cantus’.
Quite a few people were present, which made it into a very amusing
cantus. Sadly, I did not win anything, but that might be because I was
too hammered to really be able to win anything.
Another activity that was, for some a humiliation but for others a great
success, was the ‘Professor Sport’. This edition did include one
professor, the menacing Prof. Speijer! The assistants and professor sadly
beat the students 54 to 29 at basketball. However, this will not stop us
from trying again next year. I’m sure that the students can and will
rightfully take back the trophy next year. The only question remains,
what discipline do we excel in and the assistants don’t… Let us not forget
the number one TD of this semester, the Candy Crush TD. I can’t even
look at candy anymore without thinking about this wonderful new
concept. Hopefully everyone had as much fun as I did.
I think I’ve done enough rambling for one day, so I will put down my last
thoughts. Good luck on the exams! One quote that always helps me from
a certain special animal:
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Have a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.
Alexander
Praeses Geos 2017-2018
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Parties can write
Hello dearest geologists and also hello to our internatiolal geologists,

The semester is almost done ... sniff .... The block is gradually coming
... snifsnif. That is why we think back to the past Geos parties with
nostalgia.
* Start the sad, nostalgic music *
The Welcome Party, the very first Geofeestje for our 1st Bachjes where
it was celebrated that we have all safely and safely survived the
apocalypse of 2012. This of course required a barrel of foamy beer and
nuclear, light-giving cocktails!
The welcome did not last long because at the fraternal party we
welcomed no one less than the only real Wally! So many lines have
never been seen together! (And I've never seen so many people glide
down the stairs in one evening.)
And the welcoming did not stop there yet, because on December 7th
we welcomed all of Leuven on the Candy Crush TD together with LBK !!
Suikspinnen, Rouge, Atmosphere, Candy, Good music, cocktails,
Pinata's it was all there !!
Aaaah, what a beautiful time ....

BUT it is not done yet! On December 21, we will all meet again at the
Geos Christmas party! And the 2nd semester is also full of fun parties!
So block it well, dear children and then we see you all back when the
block is done, the days slowly get longer and the party can start again!

Daaaag!/ Byeeeeeeeee!
Medemogelijk gemaakt door: Romy en Google Translate 😉
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Sports get you moving!
Hello sporty peoples!
2017 is coming to an end so there are no more Geos sport events this
year. The last event was the clash between students and professors. This
contest was played out on a basketball pitch and unfortunately we got
smashed by the professors and the phd-students, which probably
explains why they wanted to play basketball in the first place. Anyway,
thanks to everyone who showed up.
During the blok we would be participating in the new years’ dive in
Ostend on the sixth of January, if you’re interested to join us please
contact one of us, it would be fun to go with more people.
In the second semester there will be many more activities like “Survival
of The Students” or the Highland Games together with LBK and the other
science people.
Lastly we want to wish you happy holidays and a productive blok. Don’t
forget to move during the endless studying and go outside from time to
time.
XOXO Team Sportz
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Culture club
Dear geology friends,
Since there aren't any Culture-related events going on at the moment,
I've decided to share with you a poem written by one of our 1st grade
students. In his work we can find present-day themes, like cold and gray
winter days and stones. It's simple as that, I see the word 'stone' and I'm
hooked. Enjoy this poem by schacht R. Vanbilsen!
“In a field lush and green,
lays one stone alone.
Worn smooth by years of wind and rain.
It's cold gray face turned toward the sky.
How long was this stone buried,
I wondered, before it was finally exposed
and how many more lay beneath waiting to be known
Perhaps in another century a companion will arise, but for now this
one stone lays alone
Its cold grey face turned toward the sky”
Finally, I wish you very happy holidays/blok!
Melissa
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The Vice-chairwoman can’t write
Our dear vice-chair was to busy playing with her Madagascar and her
boyfriends New Zealand to send in something for this edition.
So: SHAME!
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Words from the “Shaftmasters”
Hello dear stone-licking, fossil-hating, beer-drinking people
The year is almost over, but do you guys know the first year students
already? You can spot some of them at the geogang from time to time.
Specially during this last week of the semester; you’ll see anxious,
young, stressed souls working on their RStudio statistics project. So if
you hear some screams or see some tears or sweat at the geogang, it’s
probably one of them.
Other than the geo-building, we had the opportunity to admire their
basketball skills during our annual Geos Proffensport. It was fun to see
the boys in action and cheer them on by the sidelines. The final result
could have been better to be honest. However, I’m sure the professoren
en assistenten are going down next year!
Despite the outcome of the basketball match, we were all in good shape
to go to the kermiscantus a few days later. I think our schachtjes are
finally starting to master the art of reading the pages out loud. I don’t
recall much of that night, so I’ll skip straight to the Sintcantus.
Apparently we have well behaved schachten… or the people that didn’t
show up are simply naughty?
I almost forgot all about the Scienticantus. Unfortunately, I wasn’t able
to make it, so feel free to fill in the blank to keep me updated on our
first year students: “The schachten at the scienticantus were
very……………..............................”
Last but not least, the sweet sweet Candy Crush TD! Did you see the pink
cotton candy sweaters that your lovely schachtenmeesters wore? They
were just so fluffyyyyy. There were also three topschachten who made
an appearance (among which two of our petekindjes yay). It was great
having you guys there! I hope you had a great time, I know I did (maar
Arthur, next time geen goldstrike en rum meer). Finally, I hope to see at
least double the amount of first year students at our next TD, we dare
you.
Can’t wait to welcome all of you at our Geos Christmas party. We wish
you a merry Christmas and a happy new year!
Love,
Your Shaftmasters Zoë en Melissa
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THE Joren of ICT
After recovering the Legendary Hammer of Gniwtse, King Agir McOstry
and I immediately took of to the nearest harbour, since the second
artefact was rumoured to be found on a mysterious island somewhere in
the eastern ocean, also known as EasternOcean_East. Once arrived, Agir
started looking for the captain of the HMS Fawkner, the biggest ship
currently docked at Seasneeze Harbour. Once found, the man introduced
himself as Morpen Wassermann. Agir explained the situation and told him
of our quest, to search the second artefact on an island in
EasternOcean_East. At first, Captain Wassermann thought we were
making fun of him since none had ever come back from such an
expedition. That’s where I came in. I told him that if he’d help us find
the island, I’d teach him how to transmutate object so he’d be able to
create gold out of lead (or some other particle with a lower atomic
number). Greedily he accepted, but little did he know that he’d first
need to build a particle accelerator to pull this off! Anyway, since we
were such honoured passengers, we were both given individual cabins in
the ship where we could put our belongings. I was little dismayed with
my cabin since the wifi didn’t work properly and I had to upload the
Fumarole to https://geosleuven.be/! I confronted Captain Wassermann
about this problem and he told me he also missed his wife, Vi.
Everything went well, the EasternOcean_East was surprisingly calm for
the time of the year, but the crew started to despair because there
hadn’t been land in sight for a couple of weeks and they started losing
hope. Some lunatic started scheming against his passengers and he even
suggested mutiny! When I caught word of this, I used my magical
codingwand to turn him into a geographer! His shame was so great, he
immediately jumped of the ship while screaming “Noooooooooo!”. This
was the last we ever heard of mutiny, I scared the crew so much they
were reluctant to remain in my presence.
On one morning, I heard the sailor in the crow’s nest shout “ISLAND!”.
Excited, Agir and I made our way to the deck of the ship. Instead of the
promised island, we saw a big ship with black sails and a flag with skull
and crossbones. Turns out the sailor could only say one word, which
made him quite useless in the crow’s nest in my opinion… Anyway, this
Man o’ War was clearly a pirate ship so I said “Shiver me timbers!”. This
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was met by a weird look from Agir, but hey, it sounds cool. Their cannons
started firing at us, which wasn’t quite pleasant, and they boarded us,
which wasn’t pleasant either. I had to improvise quickly or die! So I ran
to the bow of the ship and shouted “RELEASE THE KRAKEN!”. As you can
imagine, this didn’t quite work out the way I imagined. The crew of HMS
Fawkner, already wary of me, didn’t think for a second and jumped
overboard. The pirates looked at me in surprise and started laughing.
One female pirate came forward. “Yer funny, landlubber. Avast me
hearties! I won’t allow them to dance the hempen jig. They fed the
fishes well. Join me to the poop deck and we’ll discuss terms.” It seems
she was under the illusion that I handed her over the HMS Fawkner and
wished to compensate me for it. Her name was Mayme ‘Salty’ Bones and
the name of the ship was Shippy McShipFace. Once we told her about our
quest, she ran for a map and compass. She knew the location of this
mysterious island and pledged to help us get the artefact, which
according to her was an unbreakable helmet.
It didn’t take us long to reach the island since I put the coordinates in
my smartphone and I used my GPS to guide us (those dumbass pirates
still used regular maps, lulz). The island struck us with awe. This wasn’t
just a regular mysterious island, this was an island atop a giant sea turtle!
Agir lost hope at the sight of this gigantic turtle. “How are we ever going
to find the helmet in this huge area?” “Yer could just ask…” the turtle
answered (by the way, that’s how I found out that giant island sea turtles
can speak). We heard a deep rumbling coming from the ocean and the
waves suddenly got way higher and more dangerous. Shippy McShipFace
threatened to capsize (fun fact, to turn turtle is a synonym for to
capsize) but then the rumbling stopped. It was followed by silence. And
then… George (the turtle) burped out the helmet! “There ye go laddie.
Yer can’t do anything wrong by just asking.” Turns out loads of people
already had tried to claim the helmet for their own, but they never asked
George, they just attacked him! And believe me, you don’t want to make
a giant island sea turtle angry.
Anyway, I got a picture of this helmet. I think it looks rather drab, so
could you help colour it for King Agir McOstry please?
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Night @ AGORA

Hi everyone,
Every student has its own way of studying; some people are night raves,
others are early birds. Therefore, the student council of the KU Leuven
want to offer these KU Leuven students a cozy study spot during the last
week of the semester.
The night of Monday the 18th of December, the Agora learning centre
will stay open until Tuesday morning the 19th of December. For one
night, Agora will not close its doors at midnight. All KU Leuven students
are kindly invited!
There will be extra activities in the chill&refill zone. Food&drinks at
friendly prices to support a good cause.
Thanks
to
KU
Leuven
libraries
Agora
(https://bib.kuleuven.be/english/agora/index )

learning

centre

Disclaimer: The house rules of Agora will still apply during the night, so
for
example
hot
food
is
not
allowed
(https://bib.kuleuven.be/english/agora/docs/house-rules)
Cheers,
Ann
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The newest addition to the professorial squad
Since the start of the year, there is a new addition to the “professorial
squad”. Professor (Advanced) Igneous and Metamorphic Petrology:
Olivier Namur. As a short introduction, and an attempt to share some of
his knowledge with us, poor/unknowing geology students, he has filled
out a short questionnaire about his life/interests/favourite minerals/…
So, hopefully, after reading this you know a bit more about igneous
petrology and the human behind the professor himself.
• Where did you do all your previous studies/work?
I am graduated from the University of Liege (2006). I also obtained
my PhD from the University of Liege (2011). After my PhD I have been
a postdoctoral researcher at the University of Cambridge (UK; 20112013) and the University of Hannover (Germany; 2013-2017).
• What are you currently working on?
My current research deals with the differentiation of basaltic melt
and the formation of the crust. I am using the crystal record of highlyphyric magmas to constrain the plumbing systems of active volcanoes,
the conditions of magma emplacement and differentiation and the
mechanisms of deep mantle melting. My current projects are mostly
focused on volcanoes in oceanic extension (Iceland), continental rift
(DR Congo) and subduction zones (Chile). I am also performing
experiments (high-pressure, high-temperature) in the laboratory to
understand how magma evolves during progressive solidification in
the crust.
As an aside to these main projects, together with colleagues in Liege,
Brussels and in foreign countries we are using crystal-melt phase
equilibria in experiments to refine our understanding of the internal
structure of terrestrial planets (Mercury, Mars, Moon).
• Do you have any
(studies/classes/…)?

big

plans

for

the

following

years

In terms of research my main ambition is the build a new laboratory
of experimental petrology at the KU Leuven. Such a lab should allow
investigating magmatic processes at high temperature (up to 1400˚C)
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and medium pressure. It will be adequate to study shallow magma
chambers beneath volcanoes.
In terms of teaching, I would like to develop a new didactic collection
of magmatic and metamorphic rocks that will be used during teaching
in the class but also during the practical sessions.
• What is your favourite mineral?
Plagioclase because diffusion of major and trace elements in this
mineral is very slow. Plagioclase is therefore an excellent record of
magmatic processes.
• What is your favourite volcano/deposit?
I have been lucky to work on quite a few volcanoes/deposits. The
nicest volcano I’ve worked on is for sure the Nyiragongo, DR Congo.
The nicest place I’ve been for fieldwork is the Skaergaard intrusion,
Greenland.
• What is your opinion on Leuven so far?
The University is great. Unfortunately, I haven’t seen much of the city
yet. The train station is way to busy though.
• What is your general opinion on fossils?
I find them very nice, especially in metamorphic rocks or crushed as
geochemical standards!
• Do you have any wishes for Christmas/New Year?
Does Santa Claus have any experience with building an experimental
lab?
• Do you have any advice for the geology students?
If the first choice for your thesis is not Igneous Petrology,…., you
might want to reconsider your first choice!
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The internationals are talking
Hi there! I hope you already noticed that this edition of the cleavage is
in English/Dunglish. This is why some tall weird guy calling himself ‘an
editor’ asked me (as responsible for foreign affairs of Geos) to write an
article. I thought it would be fun (and more interesting) to let our
international master students talk instead. Actually, it is just an easy
way for me to avoid writing a text, while still delivering something to
read. So sit back, relax and get to know our foreign friends a little bit
better. Also, don’t be afraid to talk to our three international students
when you happen to see them. Most of the time they are quite friendly.
And don’t worry if they bite, they have had their vaccines. (I think…)
Have fun!
Matthias
Mohamed Khalil
2nd Master (G&G) and professional vaper
I’m Mohamed Khalil, a mixed exotic breed of Egypt and the Philippines.
Normally, I would introduce my country and tell you more about it, but
unfortunately, I have been moving around since I was born. I was born in
Oman, then moved to Egypt for a few years. I then moved to Saudi Arabia
were I mostly grew up until I started university. I got my bachelors
degree in Sarawak, East Malaysia also known as Borneo Island and now I
am here, in Leuven. Malaysia is one the best places, if not the best I’ve
been to so far. But you will probably hear more about it from Aqilah. She
was also my classmate back in Malaysia 😉. So anyway, I’ll tell you a bit
more about Saudi Arabia, where I lived for close to 15 years. It can
probably be described in two words, SAND and HEAT. But yeah, the
country is very diverse, very multicultural with a lot of foreigners
residing there. Probably why I’m used to being surrounded by foreigners
and keen to learn about new cultures. When most people hear about the
middle east, some assume it is filled with chaos and its dangerous etc.,
but I can assure you, it is very safe and very enjoyable. Except for a
minor inconvenience for women, only in Saudi Arabia though. Now that
I am in Leuven and been here for a year, I experienced many great things
and met many great people. It has been a great place to study and have
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a bit of fun, except the weekends. Now that my stay here is almost
coming to an end, probably one more semester to go (I hope). I am
looking forward to making new memories and experiences that I can
cherish, and hope that you guys will be a part of that. Thank you for
being kind and welcoming!

Aqilah Safar
1st Master (G&G)
I’m Aqilah, born and raised in Borneo Island (Malaysia). I lived in both
parts of Malaysian Borneo, Sabah and Sarawak – mostly by the coast.
Sunset by the beach was considered almost an everyday privilege. We
don’t have four seasons climate back home, just generally summer-like
weather all year long, so loads of sun, and rain during the monsoon
season. So living through the cold here is definitely a challenge! Perhaps
when people think of Borneo, they think of lush rainforest, tropical
islands and rare wildlife… which is true. But when I think of my
homeland, I think of the people and the diversity of Malaysia. Malaysia
is a cultural melting pot! You’ll have the main ethnic groups Malays,
Chinese and Indians dominant in West Malaysia, and on the other hand
the Malaysian Borneo is home to more than 30 types of indigenous groups
including the Ibans the infamous head-hunters! Ok that’s just my lame
attempt to scare all of you, this head-hunting tradition is long gone, you
can freely visit Borneo. Borneo people are kind and friendly, so nothing
to be afraid of. Our perks of having a multi-religion, multi-cultural
community is having A LOT OF PUBLIC HOLIDAYS! Which of course is
amazing! Who doesn’t like holidays?! Being so far away from home, made
me appreciate rice, well MALAYSIAN FOOD in general, and mom’s
homecooked meals. Ask Mohamed, he adores Malaysian food and still
craves for it ;) I thought coming from a diverse country would not give
me any sorts of culture shock… I thought wrong! BELGIAN BEERS! Never
in my life have I seen a beer list longer than the restaurant menu we
have back home. That was definitely shocking. Similarly (except in terms
of variety and amount)… In Borneo we have fermented rice wine like
tuak and lihing. You can enjoy this abundantly during the harvest
festivals in Sabah and Sarawak. Speaking of drinks, recently I had a Dutch
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oral exam, I was asked something about breakfast, but all I caught was
drink. Due to panic I blurt out bier. Examiner’s eyes were wide open, my
eyes were wide opened. Then she said bier? ‘s Morgens? I knew I screwed
up that part! But I did correct myself, by saying the next word that
popped in my head, MELK! I guess I still have a long way to learning
Nederlands. Feel free to teach me new words :P All in all, Leuven has
been welcoming, a lot of first experiences, and I’m sure there will be a
lot more to come!

BUILDING BRIDGES:
By Eric Obad Aghandum
2nd Master (G&G) (Edit: The only real Geology Master)

I am a man, I am a nation. Lock into my frequency, tune into my station.
Now here I am writing a paper for cleavage today, a group made of
intelligent minds, now what do I say? I could talk about the diversity of
nature or the magnificence of geology but I rather talk about a bridge.
What is a bridge? A bridge is a place over which two fixed points can
meet, over objects, without which they will stay apart. That is not the
kind of bridge I wish to address in this paper.
Ladies and gentlemen reading this cleavage, I wish to introduce to you a
bridge of interconnected humanities where humans of different
ideologies meet without being judged or criticized. I am talking about a
point where a man from the left meets with a man from the right and
they both find a common ground on validating each other’s humanity
without highlighting brokenness. A persons ideas are shaped by the
societies they grew in or by the people that raised them. Those ideas
develop from years of conscious information printed into the subconscious mind and tend to now control the persons social or moral
behaviors. We should understand beyond that behavior and character is
a person who’s humanity is as valid as yours. “Yours” meaning the
beautiful mind reading this paper. By focusing on our ability to love and
seeing the good in every human being, we could all build this bridge with
one another, even in times of disagreement, frustration or fear.
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Cameroon, a beautiful nation in the west-central of Africa is one of
Africa’s most blessed nations in terms of natural resources and socioeconomic diversities. My country, my home, a place where the women
are so tall and beautiful and the men are not bad looking either.
Generally a place of beauty. But amidst all this beauty brothers and
sisters of the same ancestral origin cannot face each other due to
conflict of ideas and accumulation of hate. No bridge, no place of
interconnected humanity. This transforms this once beautiful land into
a place of tears, fighting and death. I left my home for school, I left my
home for Leuven, a beautiful city located in a country of diverse cultural
heritage and socio-economic views, the people have managed to build
bridges. A place where different people with different ideas and believes
have met over the years to find a common reason to live together, grow
together and most of all prosper together. These are the kind of bridges
I wish for my country, my home and my fatherland.
More often the issue has been about that of racial differences and racial
discrimination. Racial discrimination is an issue that has prevailed all
around the world for generations and everyone talks about it but no one
suggests a solution to this devilish and ignorant problem of life that has
turned our world into a dark place. Let me paint a bigger picture for you
all. The issue is about cultural and ideological differences that makes us
see the other person as invalid or unequal to us in every way. We tend
to judge people before we even get the chance to know them or love
them. Before you judge me try hard to love me (Michael Jackson). In
order to change the world, we must validate each other’s humanity
before highlighting the brokenness. We must build these bridges beyond
race, beyond gender, beyond cultural differences and beyond social
status. If we could only look deep into our hearts and reach out to the
love that lies deep within, we could build these bridges with people who
don’t look like us, who don’t talk like us, who don’t come from where
we came from because at the end of the day and at the end of social
injustices, race and gender building these bridges is the only way to heal
our world.
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Memoires of an exchange student
The Netherlands, a place where water is all around, cycling is the
national sport and where u can get your food ‘uit de muur’ wherever u
go.
I’ve been living in this country for a few months now. One might expect
as it is a neighbouring country of Belgium that the cultural differences
might be small but nothing is less true. Of course you have the
differences in daily life: you don’t go grocery shopping at Colruyt or
Delhaize but instead you go to Jumbo or Albert Heijn , Lekker is an even
more universal word than in Belgium, public transport is ridiculously
expensive… However these aren’t the only differences. People are way
more open and direct, even if u don’t know them. For example when u
forget to close the zipper of your pants, it won’t be long before you’ll
hear a ‘Hey jij, je gulp staat open’ from a random stranger. Also when
people have a problem with the way you: act, talk, behave… then you’ll
know. Personally for me this isn’t a problem but it does take some
getting used to at start. This is one of many differences, I’ll let you
discover the other ones by yourselves.
Despite all the small differences, daily life in the Netherlands is mostly
the same as in Belgium. Wake up, go to school/work and go back home
and enjoy your free time. Most of my time is spent at ‘de uithof’ science
park. This is where the lab is in which I do my thesis research and also
where all my courses take place. Sadly it isn’t inside the city centre of
Utrecht because the old city is truly beautiful and one of my favourite
places to hang out (when it isn’t too cold). U can visit the Dom, chill by
the canals or go drink a beer in a church that is remodelled into a café.
Also there are plenty of cool places to go grab a bite. My largest
revelation was ‘hartige pannenkoeken’. These are pancakes that aren’t
sweet but can come with all sorts of different toppings: bacon, salami,
cheese, mushrooms, ginger… U name it they’ll probably have it.
Even after a few months, I still have a lot of exploring to do to unravel
all the secrets that Utrecht holds. That is why I’m going to get back to it
right now.
Ps: Oh yeah marihuana is legal and if you think the trains in Belgium are
abominable…
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The home-rubriek
A lot has happened in ‘thuis’ after the last rubriek, Mayra almost lost her
child happily there was nothing on the hand. Tom and Karin were kissing
a little bit too much and Ann had them in the holes so when she was
going through the ribbon and told Judith about the affair at their
wedding. Now Judith does not trust Tom for a meter so their marriage is
running in the soup now. So that is not rose smell and moonshine over
there. Because of the break-up Marianne has to go out of the house so
she wants to live with Leo. Leo and Marianne are not always eggs and
bisquits so it is a little bit difficult. Kobe is not happy as well,
unfortunate peanutbutter, he has ALS. Just as his father, who is kissing
with Rosa but Kobe as well had been kissing with Rosa so undirect Kobe
kissed with his father. Adil and Pauline are trying to have babies so they
are having a lot of sex, the same for Eddy and Angèle they are sexing
also all the time. Adil is mad at his brother because he made a lot of
faults and Adil will not see everyting through the fingers anymore. This
are the most important things at the moment.
What I think that will happen is that Renzo is leaving to the Walen for
being with his nurse and everyone else will be eaten by sphalerite.
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From the old box: Start to Blok according to
Stef
The time has come again, it starts to freeze, Sinterklaas has passed and
the Christmas “holiday” is around the corner. As a student this means
that the first period to start “blocking” is comes around. But don’t
panic! (or do…) Me, as a master student, will give you some tips on how
to bring this sh!t to a good end.
How does a day of “blocking” look for me? I like to wake up on time,
around 8 o’clock. Eat breakfast for half an hour and put the socks in it
and commence. Before noon is my peak performance time, so I start
with the theory and the harder parts, the framework of a course so to
speak. My noon break I fill with watching a short tv-show, merging the
pleasant to the necessary in the available time. Dependent on my
concentration levels I continue with the theory or do some exercises. I
take some time to eat my evening dinner, accompanied by another
episode of a tv-series. And again dependent on my concentration
levels/mood I continue to study. But mostly if I feel I did enough, which
is easily correct, I quit early in the evening.
According to me, the best tips for “blocking” are: look at yourself,
nobody studies the same and you have to follow your own rhythm.
Don’t stress on the small things, you’ll figure it out, and if not, there
are people (classmates, upperclassmen, PhD students, professors,…)
that can help you out. If an exam doesn’t go according to plan: so be
it. You can’t change what has happened. Just cling on to the next one
and ace that! And if all goes to plan/and if all fails miserably: there is
alcohol to celebrate/solve it!
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Momma knows best
Hi everyone,
I’m sorry that I didn’t write anything in the previous edition, but
momma wasn’t feeling well. But I’m back now to answer your
questions. Here are some of them :
“Hello Momma,
What should I do when I can’t find any other cows in Leuven? To which animal should I go
to?
A desperate cow”
Well sweet desperate cow,
I’m not so good in biology, but I definitely know that a cow only
should mate with a cow. However, if you’re the wild type kind of
cow, I would suggest you go look for a horse or a donkey. But I
have to warn you, the donkey can be quite stubborn and therefore
difficult to find. I hope this is the answer you were looking for.
Kisses, Momma
“Dear Momma,
How can I safely stroll the streets after it has frozen? Especially when one has had a bit too
much to drink.
A not-wanting-to-fall drunkard”
Oh dear,

First of all, I don’t want you to get drunk. Especially now
that the exams are in less than a month! But anyway, I
can relate to that problem. You need good winter shoes
in this kind of weather. I know that they might not be
the shoes you go out with, but it is safer. If you still
choose to go out in your party shoes, than I will pray for
you that you will not fall. You can go look for a branch
or a thick stick to lean on, maybe even your bike.
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Another option is to find a friend or a lovely young
woman who will help you getting home. Afterwards, you
thank that person and send them on their way to kot. If
your kot is very far away from the party, maybe a kind
friend or flirt let you stay the night with him or her. If
you do fall, then act like you can’t get up anymore, so
they have to call an ambulance. That way you’re sure
you sleep in a bed.
Kisses and hugs from Momma

So you guys, I hope that I gave you some good advice. If
you still have questions about my advice or you have
another

one,

please

sent

it

to

me

via

najadewitterzeel@hotmail.com or via the e-mail address
of Cleavage redactie@geosleuven.be .
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WHY YOU SHOULD GO WATCH STAR WARS: THE
LAST JEDI
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It’s a Star Wars movie
Daisy Ridley
An original plot
Daisy Ridley
Space Battles
Daisy Ridley
Badass Sith Lord
Daisy Ridley
Guy who does the voice of The Joker is joining the cast
Daisy Ridley
Last role of Carrie Fisher
Daisy Ridley
A “geological representative” cave
Daisy Ridley
Crystal Foxes
Daisy Ridley
The Millennium Falcon
Daisy Ridley
“Best” Star Wars ever
Daisy Ridley
Really, “best” Star Wars ever
Daisy Ridley
Action of an epic scale
We like Daisy Ridley!
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Gossip
There was some gossip, but everything happened in Dutch. So
translating this would lead to nothing…

HOWEVER: The cow was disappointed that there wasn’t any gossip
about him, so: the cow apparently has udders like a real cow!
HOT OFF THE PRESS: Shaft LC is a bloody idiot. He somehow kicked a
glass pane protecting one of the finest fossils in the collection of the E.
Seems like we have another G&G-master on our hands!

Since the Christmas Dinner is coming up, we have some predictions for
what will/might happen:
• Axelle will be ‘oeremulle’
• The second years will be pissed/crying because nobody wants to go
home…
• JP and CR might disappear and resurface in the men’s toilets, some
clothing will be missing.
• PhD and department coffee supplier will announce that everyone
following the course on Applied Sedimentology gets 20/20 on their
tasks and they don’t even have to finish the ones still running!
• Some of the recently graduated geologists might end up
‘tonguewrestling’ with each other (no names).
• A certain professor will forget that he has to teach a class at 8:30
the day after, so the masters can keep going without guilt.
• SOdB will keep his toilet visits to 5 minutes max.
• PG tries her final shot with RH, while BN watches.
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THE GEOS-FOREST
A satirical part or memes -
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Sponsored by:
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